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The purpose of this study is to determine the nature of structural 
action in a reinforced concrete beam-column joint in which two beams of 
slightly different elevations frame into the column in the same plane. 
An unusual situation in most buildings, this junction is common in ramp-
type parking garage structures. In one particular structure the diagonal 
cracks which occurred in the column at these joints required an indepen-
dent structural steel shoring system to prevent failure due to the 
cracks. 
While large quantities of literature have been published regarding 
the structural action and failure of individual beam and colunm elements, 
very little research has been done on the failure of the monolithic 
joints of these elements. As far as the author could determine, no 
studies have been made of the particular joint conditions which occur in 
the ramp-type parking structures. 
For this investigation preliminary experimental tests of several 
typical joints were made using reinforced plaster models, and several 
joint variations were then computer analyzed for stresses and displace-
ments using ·the finite element method . 
The plaster ·model studies, though simple in nature and qualitative 
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in approach, yielded cracking patterns which corresponded very closely 
to those of the particular structure mentioned above. This correspon-
dence is especially significant in view of the different properties of 
reinforced concrete and the model materials. Also, it was found that 
the joint which had similar beam elevations was capable of supporting 
greater loads than were those joints in which the beam elevations were 
significantly different. 
One of the main parameters indicated by the model tests was the 
relative elevations of the beams framing into the colunm. The effects 
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of this parameter on the stresses and displacements in the joint was 
investigated by theoretical analyses based on the finite element approach. 
The -results of these analyses show that much higher stresses result in 
joints with a significant difference in the beam elevations. In addi-
tion, high principal tensile stresses were found in the regions of the 
column cracks within the models and in the directions consistent with 
these cracking patterns. 
CHAPTER II 
PRELIMINARY REINFORCED PLASTER MODEL INVESTIGATION 
In beginning this project, a simple form of preliminary experi-
mental analysis was desired for determining first, the feasibility and 
usefulness of a more detailed study and second, the parameters to be 
used in case a more quantitative investigation were to be carried out . 
Furthermore, it was felt that an experimental study would be helpful in 
obtaining a · physical understanding of the structural action of the 
joints. Wi:th these criteria in mind, a reinforced plaster model study 
was decided · upon for this preliminary phase because of the minimum 
·amount · of time, equipment and expense involved in working with these 
materials. 
Figure· l shows the crack pattern of a typical joint in a parking 
structure·· in · Atlanta, Georgia. The cracks have been grouted in, but the 
pattern is still visible, and the added steel supports of Figure 2 
testify · to the · extent of the damage. The proportions of this joint were 
used ·in determining the model dimensions and the dimensions used in the 
theoretical analysis described later. The cracking pattern of this 
junction is typical of others found in this structure and was used as a 
basis of comparison for the cracking configurations of the model joints . 
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Figure 1. Crack Pattern of Typical Joint in an 
Atlanta, Georgia, Parking Structure 
4 




Isolation of the Joint 
The simplest joint isolation which the author could devise was 
employed for - the model configuration. Figure 5 shows the general con-
figuration -of the model. ·· The cantilevered beams permitted direct load-
ing, and their greater depth resulted from the necessity for cracking 
in the column to ·be given the chance to occur before failure in the 
beam. A more complete structural framework such as a complete bent 
would have · entailed ·greater care and more work in fabrication as well 
as a ·more ··elaborate· loading system. 
Selection of Materials 
Both James (6) and Kornegay (7) suggest the use of a 0.9 water 
to plaster·-ratio ·because of its facility for filling the mold, com-
pletely covering the reinforcing and leaving no air pockets. The same 
ratio was· used i't1 this study for all models and found to be very satis-
factory. An ordinary gypsum plaster was used because of its availability, 
although · for · exacting studies a more refined material such as a dental 
casting plaster· may be desired. 
After considering several possibilities for reinforcing, including 
threaded steel .rods -and annealed wire, hardware cloth was decided upon 
based upon the favorable recommendation of Kornegay (7) concerning the 
material's ·bondirtg properties, strength and ductility. This material 
can be obtained ·at · any hardware store. It is an easily worked material 
since it ·· can be cut with· ordinary metal shears and readily formed into 
reinforcing cages. 
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Fabrication of Reinforcement 
The hardware cloth was cut into strips of a width equal to the 
perimeter of the desired cage size. The cages were then bent and tapped 
around a wood ··for-m of dimensions slightly less than the finished cage 
size~ After tack soldering in a few spots to hold the cage together, 
the ·wood form was slipped out and the soldering completed. Each cage 
element was fabricated in this manner, the finished size being small 
enough to allow about 1/4" plaster cover over all reinforcing . The 
transverse strands of the hardware cloth served as evenly spaced "stir-
rups" and ''ties" for the beams and column. Figure 3 shows the assembled 
cage elements · for -- the reinforcing of a typical model. The attachment of 
the beam· cage elements to the continuous column cage was accomplished by 
soldering ··the · beam reinforcing strands to the column reinforcing . 
Fabrication of Molds 
Molds ·· to ·· receive the plaster were made of plywood. One-quarter 
inch ·plywood vertical strips were nailed to a thicker plywood base to 
prevent movement : and warping. A minimum of exact fitting was required 
by lapping the ·vertical · strips where feasible. The mold with reinforc-
ing in place ready to be · filled with plaster is shown in Figure 4 . 
Mixing and Pouring the Plaster 
A coating· of machine oil was applied to the insides of the forms to 
facilitate removal, and after carefully positioning the reinforci~g cage 
Figure 3. Assembled Cage for a Typical Model 
Joint 
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Figure 4. Plywood Mold With Cage Element in 




in the mold to allow adequate cover on all sides of the reinforcement, 
the plaster and water were mixed. The convenient procedure outlined in 
reference (6) was used during the mixing operation. Pouring was accom-
plished as quickly as possible so that the plaster was in its mold 
before it began setting up. No vibration was required. The thin plaster 
mixture ·covered ·the reinforcing well, filling the smallest of spaces 
between reinforcing ·without the formation of air pockets. The plaster 
was poured until it reached above the top edges of the mold forming a 
meniscus. · ·This was done to · allow for the gathering of any free water 
at the ·· top · surface~ The ·excess was scraped off with a wooden screed 
after the plaster had achieved its initial set. 
The -wood· forms were · removed 1.Jfter about ten to twelve hours. Re-
moving ·the .. nails proved difficult, and the use of screws would have 
facilitated ·· the -- form ·· removal; The models were kept in a room of con-
stant ·temperature for curing ·. Some investigators have recommended using 
as ··short ·· a · curing ·time as one · hour, but it was felt that a longer time 
would assuTe a more distinct cracking pattern. Thus a curing time of 
four days was ·planned; however, circumstances prevented testing of the 
models until ·ten days .. had elapsed. As the results will indicate this 
discrepanoy ·seems ·to: have mattered little in the final cracking pattern. 
Loading the Models 
One ·of ·the ·advantages · of the plaster model is the relatively small loads 
required ·to produce. failure. This advantage coupled with the informal 
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nature of the tests permitted the use of the very simple loading appara-
tus shown in Figure 5. The loading frame was designed to permit direct 
vertical loading by use of one pound weight increments hung from the ex-
tended cantilevers of the model. The one pound loads were applied simul-
taneously to each cantilever. However, in some of the models at higher 
loads, an unbalanced load condition was necessitated by the inuninent 
failure of one o.f the -cantilevers. This difference in the cantilever 
loadings was significant only for joint D, as can be observed from 
Table I ; The lengths of steel reinforcing bars used as weights proved 
cumbersome and at times difficult to apply, especially when several 
weights were already in place. Also the tendency for the weights to 
swing into a slight pendulum motion no doubt initiated some dynamic 
effects which have been ignored. In spite of these drawbacks, the 
device served ·:tts ·purpose well. The apparatus was designed to provide 
lateral support to the cantilevers, fixity at the top and bottom of the 
column and a clear view of the joint itself during the loading proce-
dure. 
The six joints tested are shown in Figure 6. Joint A and joint A-1 
are of ·the. same dimensions, the only difference being that joint A was 
the first model · poured and tested. Joint A-1 was poured and tested at 
the same time· as the other models, B through E. The crack sequence fo r 
joint A-1 is shown in Figure 7 . 
Results 
The ... final cracking patterns for the various joints tested are remar k-
Figure 5. Model Loading Apparatus Showing Model 
Joint in Place With Hung Weights 
Applied at the Ends of the Canti-
levers 
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A. 5 lb. on each cantilever B. 7 lb. on each cantilever 
( 
J, ; 
C. 8 lb. on each cantilever D. 9 lb. on each cantilever 
Figure 7. Crack Sequence of Joint A-1 
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ably similar as can be seen in Figures 8 through 13. Test joints A and 
A-1 showed very close failure patterns even though they were of different 
plaster batches and tested at different times. The repetition of this 
joint configuration was done to be certain the cracking pattern of joint 
A was .:not an , accident .. . The resulting cracking pattern of both joints is 
in close agreement · to that .. of the parking garage failure as can be seen 
by a comparison of · Figures 8 and 9 with Figure 1. Joints B and C were 
tested to see · if there ·could be any correlation between the difference 
in elevation of the · beams and the type of crack resulting or the carrying 
capacity--of the joint prior to cracking. The crack patterns vary so 
slightly that such a correlation cannot be established from them; how-
ever, it is the ·· author's feeling that such a correlation might appear in 
a series "Of . tests designed with longer col\,JI11n lengths. 
Perhaps the clearest result of the tests can be seen in a comparison 
of · the cracking pattern and loads of the joint D with the other joints 
tested. The reinforcing in this joint was kept as continuous as possible 
by threading the column cage through the middle of the continuous beam 
reinforcement instead of breaking it off and tying into the column steel 
as was ,necessat'ly in all other joints tested. The magnitude of the total 
loads at fad.lure for ·the ."continuous" joint D was roughly one and one-
·half that ·of :,the .. other joints. The crack pattern in this joint also 
differs:.from . the others as can be seen in Figure 12 • 
. Joint D exhibited no diagonal cracking in the column as did all the 
other :models~ Joint E showed a very similar pattern of crackin$ to that 
16 
Figure 8. Final Cracking Pattern of Joint A 
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Figure 9. Final Cracking Pattern of Joint A-1 
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Figure 11. Final Cracking Pattern of Joint C 
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Figure 12. Final Cracking Pattern of Joint D 
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Figure 13. Final Cracking Pattern of Joint E 
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of the joints A, A-1, Band C in spite of the fact that joint E had 
only one beam framing into the column instead of two. 
TABLE I 
LOAD VALUES ·ON THE JOINTS AT CRACK FAILURE WITHIN THE COLUMN 
Joint Load :Right· (lb). Load Left. (lb) _ ·Total .load .. (lb). 
A 9 7 16 
A-1 9 9 18 
B 10 10 20 
C 10 11 21 
D 12 23 35 
E 10 10 
Model Test Conclusions 
The·qualitative nature and limited number of tests made on the 
joints prevent any rigid conclusions regarding the beam-column joint 
under investigation~· However, several qualified conclusions may be put 
forth. 
First·; the similarity of the cracks in the model tests and in the 
actual concrete joints in the parking structure indicate that a unique 
condition·exists·where a joint has beams or girders framing into the 
column at different·elevations. This is a situation which could easily 
be·overlooked ·in· the:·design of such a structure. 
Secondly, the unconventional cracks which occurred in both model 
and prototype indicate a stress distribution which is largely dependent 
on the· •relative position of the beams and the manner in which the rein-
forcing is· detailed.·· The model tests indicated that differences exist 
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in load capacities of a·joint in which the reinforcement of the beams 
was truly continuous (i,e, carried from one beam into the other) from 
one in which the reinforcement was terminated and tied into the column. 
The joint having·beams at the·same elevation carried one and one-half 
times ·as great ·a load before failing as that carried by the other joints 
tested. 
Thepositive .. results of the preliminary phase of this paper also 
demonstrate the value of the plaster model investigations as a tool for 
preliminary qualitative studies of various reinforced concrete situa-
tions, The major advantages of a study of this type are the ease with 
which the materials .. can be handled, their ready availability, and the 
relatively short·"time expended upon the preparation and fabrication of 
the ·models ·as wel:l·as the minimum requirements for testing apparatus. 
In addition, ·the· information gained from such a study, though highly 
qualitative in nature, allows a rapid means of observing the structural 
phenomena in·question, This information is of value in planning and 
launching· further investigations, whether they be more refined experi-
mental ··tests··or mathematical analyses, A preliminary study such as 
this onecan·help the investigator formulate propos.itions and theories 
which may ·then be examined·by more sophisticated me.:ans, 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
There are numerous factors which might enter into the cracking of 
the beam-column joint shown in Figure 1. Some of the more important 
ones include 1) the total structural action of the monolithic reinforced 
concrete frame, 2) the nature of the moving loads, 3) the possibility of 
faulty engineering and/or construction, 4) the placement of reinforce-
ment and 5) the relative location of the beams. The positive results of 
the model test~ described in Chapter II on the isolated fixed column 
with loaded cantilevers seems to indicate the relative unimportance of 
1),·2), and 3) when compared with 4) and 5). Due to the complexity of 
the problem, it was ·decided to limit the theoretical investigation 
mainly to the effects of·the location of the beams. The basic set up 
for·this analysis is very similar to the model loading conditions. A 
column of·constant length and cross section is assumed fixed at each end 
and the beam positions are taken as the main parameters. The be8111 
depths are assumed constant. The desired analytical results for each 
beam·position are as follows: 
1) deflected configuration of the joint, and 
2) determination of the distribution and relative values of 
-- the·principal stresses in the joint. 
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These results·will allow comparisons of the effects of various beam 
positions·as·well as comparison of the regions of high tensile stress 
with the regfons of cracking in the model tests. 
Finite·Element Method of Analysis 
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The analysis·of framed structures of two and three dimensions has 
been greatly simplified by the advent of electronic computers and the 
formulation·of the well-known methods of matrix structural analysis. 
The·finite--element method of analysis is based on the ordinary struc-
tural methods and their assumptions, i,e. that the structural system is 
an assemblage of distinct·structural elements and that the forces and 
displacements·of the·structural assembly can be determined once the 
·· characteristics of the individual members are known. In the application 
to framed structures·--the elements are often entities in themselves, and 
thefr·properties are assumed to be functions of a single variable, the 
distance· along the axis .. of the member. 
The finite element procedure, however, extends the basic methods to 
···the· analysis of ·continuum structures in which the continuum is replaced 
by a finite ··number· of two dimensional idealized plate elements joined 
only·at·their corners, or nodes, each element having the same material 
·property"asthe continuum. The resulting idealized structure can be 
treatedas·any·other structure to be analyzed by matrix methods, once 
"the· stiffness characteristics of the individual elements have been deter-
mined. Naturally both the accuracy and the degree of complexity itlcrease 
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with the number of elements,· for the greater the number of elements, the 
more closely the idealized structure approximates the real one. 
The first attempt·at idealizing an elastic continuum as an assem-
blage of structural elements was carried out by A. Hrennikoff (5). This 
was followed shortly by a similar approach, the "lattice analogy," de-
veloped byMcHenry (9). Later improvements in the form of the finite 
element idealization--were initiated by aeronautical engineers, led 
chiefly brArgyris ·(1,2). R.W. Clough (3) has been mainly responsible 
for the application of this method to non-aeroengineering structures. 
In this thesis the beam-column joint is idealized by replacing the 
beams by boandary·forces. The resulting rectangular shaped joint is 
· assumed·· to· be an elastic continuum idealized as a series of plate ele-
ments· connected: at the comers or nodes of the adjacent elements~ The 
stiffnesses·of the individual plate elements are computed and the dis-
placement.method of analysis is applied to evaluate the stresses and 
deflections of the joint. The investigation is thus a two dimensional 
stress analysis to determine the effects of the location of the beams 
·on· the stress distribution at the joint. 
The finite element method is proving to be a very powerful analyti-
cal tool as indicatedeby the increasing amount of literature appearing 
about, the method, .and:',i:ts many uses. Because thorough treatises dealing 
with· the theoretical·· development of the method are available, only a 
brief discussion of the method as applied in this investigation will be 
included here (1), (11). 
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Since the basic idea of the method is that of assuming the struc-
tural configuration to be a series of nodal connected elements, the 
choice of element geometry and the development of element structural 
properties become of prime importance. Any number of element shapes 
might be used, but the rectangle and triangle are most commonly employed. 
tn this investigation the rectangular shape of the joint with its regu-
lar boundaries permitted the use of rectangular elements which tend to 
yield better approximations of stresses and deflections for a given nodal 
pattern than do triangular elements, although triangular elements offer 
· many advantages for irregular boundary situations (2). 
Having ·selected the element shape the next phase is the determina-
b:f.on of the stiffness of the element. Various approaches to the deter-
mination of the stiffness matrix for a rectangular elemen~ have been 
made by Clough (3) and Martin (8), but the most immediately applicable 
derivat±on is made by Argyris (1) on page 251. The results of the deri-
vation areused in this thesis for the stiffness matrix of a typical 
rectangular ·element~ The basis of the derivation is as follows: each 
of the corners or nodes of the element is assumed to have two degrees 
of freedom,·one·in the horizontal direction and one in the vertical 
direction; the eight degrees of freedom of the element are represented 
by element nodal coordinates which are used to refer to forces and dis-
placements at-the node; these coordinates are numbered in sequence as 
shown in Figure 14. 
The·assumptions mentioned above of the element boundaries deforming 
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as straight lines must of coursebe employed here. The determination of 
the stiffness coefficients is similar to that of a one-dimensional ele-
ment, the main difference being the degree of complexity involved in the 
calculations·~ · A unit displacement is applied at each coordinate with 
the other coordinate··defortnations held to zero and the coordinate forces 
required to create this deformation form one column of the stiffness 
matrix. The displacement used for forming the third column of the ele-
ment stiffness ·matrix can be seen in Figure 15. Since there ar~ eight 
coordinates, the procedure must be repeated eight times, resulting in 
an eight by eight matrix. 
Virtual·work concepts are employed to calculate the coefficients 
(11). Referring to figure 15, the assumption of linear element boundary 
· deformation'·means that the displacement of an arbitrary point x 1y with-
· in the .. element varies· from· zero at the top boundary, y • O, to oe:. at 
·the· bottom boundary, ·y • L; oC in turn varies linearly from oC • 1 at 
x • o, to oC • 0 at x = D. 
· Then.·· oC r= 




w(x,y) = I. oe 
L 
· and u(x,y) = 0 • 
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Figure 15. Unit Deformation at Coordinate 3 Showing Corresponding. 
Displacement of Point (x,y) 
The strain energy formula for any coefficient of the ·stiffness 
matrix is 
D L T 
~ . ) l oy,hdxdydt • 
0 0 0 
Since t xx = du(x,y) 
. dX . 
Cyy = dw(x,y) 
c)y 
the element strains due to a unit displacement at coordinate 3 are: 
GYY3 = .£cYc1 - ~)) = .!.(1- X) 
2)y L D . L D 
e, xx3 = 0 
Cxy3 = o~(O) + ~cYc1 - !.>> = - y__ ox L D LD 




o-y = (E. + Ve,. ) E ' yy xx 
crxy· = G~Y 
where E = Modulus of Elasticity, 
V = Poisson's Ratio, 
E'= E ---2-
(1 - V ) 
and G = E 
2(1 + V) 
Thus (T • E' x 
YY3 r-u - n> 





By applying unit displacements at the remaining coordinates similar 
formulas can be obtained for each of these conditions. The element 
coefficients may then be found by application of the strain energy 
formula. For example, applying a unit displacement at element coordin-
ate 7 yields the following: 
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~ 1.· 
l = L 
and ~ .. u(x .v) 
D D - x 
thus u(x,y) • oe. en - x> • I.c1 - !.) . 
D L D 
and w(x,y) = 0 
Then 
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and er .,. -E'y 
xx LD . • 
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o-xy = ~(1 - ;) 
Applying the strain energy formula for coefficient 3,7 and assuming a 
constant element thickness, T, 
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I VE' (l _ X ::L_; .dxdy = .,o D).( LD) L 
D L 
!.u +T -Qy_ X - 0)dxdy 
0 0 
LD • L 
-VE'T GT 
4 -4 
Other element coefficients of the stiffness matrix are obtained in the 
, s.ame manner. .For convenience in writing, the final element stiffness 
matrix is separated into the contributions due to shear strains and 
direct strains: 




-- 3n 3i> 
.L L 1. (symmetrical) 
6D - 6D 3D 
L L L L 
-6D 6D ~3D 3D 
l(S•GT 
1 1 1 1 B. 
4 -4 4 -r 3L 
l 1 1 1 B. D 
4 ~4 4 ~4 6L 3L 
·1 1 1 1 D D D -r 4 -4 4 -3L -6L 3L 




D D D (symmetrical) 
-3L - 6L 3L 
_Q D D Q 
6L - 3L 6L 3L 
FD=E'T 
! V V _! L 
4 4 -4 4 3D 
_! V V V _1. L 
4 -r 4 4 3D 3D 
V V V V L L L 
4 4 -4 -r 6D - 6D 3D 
V V V V L L _1. L -r -r 4 4 -6i) 6D 3D 3D 
Synt~esis of the System Stiffness 
The system stiffness matrix establishes the relationship between 
.the forces acting on the system and the displacements due to these 
forces. The determinatio~ of the overall system stiffness matrix re-
quires an independent set of coordinates at each nodal point of the 
structure which must be related in some manner to the coordinates of 
the individual elements. Figure 16 shows the coordinates for a coarse 
mesh system ·of six elements. The numbering of the system nodal points 
is carried out across the shortest dimension of the structure, a pro-
cedure w~ich ~ncourages tpe formation of a well-conditioned system 
:_. ; ;" ., , . I . ' ~ ·'::" 
stiffnes, ~,trix. 






























19 21 23 
Figure 16. System Coordinates for a Coarse Mesh 
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The construction of the stiffness matrix for the system proceeds 
similarly to that of the individual element stiffness matrix. A unit 
displacement is made at the jth coordinate. The coordinate forces neces-
sary to maintain the unit displacement of the node form the jth column 
of the stiffness matrix.· The resulting coordinate forces can be deter-
mined from the stiffness matrices of the individual elements connected 
to the displaced node. For example, in Figure 16 a unit displacement 
at coordinate 10 (with all other nodal displacements held to zero) will 
require unit ·displacements at coordinate 8 in element [1,1], at co-
ordinate 7 in·element [1,2], at coordinate 6 in element [2,1], and at 
coordinate 5 in element [2,2]. The forces resulting from these dis-
placements have already been tabulated in the element stiffness matrix 
and it is"a·simple matter to transfer the appropriate value of the 
· element coefficients to their proper places in the system sti.ffness 
matrix. Of course this procedure must be repeated for each coordinate 
of the system in order to form the complete system stiffness matrix (11). 
System Equations 
In·this investigation the shears and moments of the beams on each 
side of the·colunm are replaced by equivalent forces acting at appro-
priate nodal points of the iso;I.ated structural system. The relationship 
between·· these· applied forces and the resulting nodal displacements is 
expressed by·a set·of simultaneous equations which in matrix form become 
where 
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[FORCE) • [STF) . [UNODE] 
. [FORCE] is the system of forces acting at the coordinates, 
[STF) is the system stiffness matrix, 
[UNODE] is the column of nodal displacements at the coor-
dinates of the structure. 
Solution of the System Equations 
Since the forces acting on the system are known and-the stiffness 
matrix can be determined, the linear simultaneous equations can be 
solved for the displacements of the system. Several methods are avail-
able for this purpose including matrix inversion, iteration, relaxation, 
and substitution. In this paper, the method of substitution will be 
used as developed for banded synunetric equations by E.L. Wilson (15). 
This method utilizes the tendency for stiffness matrices to.have their 
non-zero elements located in a band near the main diagonal of the matrix. 
This quality and the symmetrical nature of the stiffness matrix are ex-
ploited to achieve a significant saving in calculation time and required 
computer storage. 
Determination of Element Stresses 
With the determination of the nodal displacements a back substitu-
tion is made into previously established relationships to find the 
desired element stresses. This is accomplished as follows:.· the element 
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nodal displacements are easily determined from the system nodal displace-
ments by a coordinate transformation. The relationships between the 
element displacements and element strains outlined earlier have been 
developed into a more convenient matrix form for triangular elements by 
Rubenstein (11) and Clough (3). Here these relationships are adapted 
for use with rectangular elements. 
The displacement functions defining the linear boundary assumption 
for the deformed rectangular element are as modified for the coordinate 
system used in this paper, 
w(x,y) = a + ax + a y + a xy 
1 2 3 4 
u(x,y) •a +ax+ay+axy 
5 6 7 8 
where, referring to Figure 15, "w" and "u" refer to the displacement of 
·a point·(x,y) within the element in the "y" and "x" directions respec-
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The strains within the element can be found from the appropriate partial 
derivatives of the displacement functions: 
The matrix form of these equations is 
in which 
{t:} = [B] {a} 
[B] 
0 0 0 1 0 yJ 
1 X O O O 0 
0 y O O 1 X 
The displacements in the "w"·and "u" directions at the element nodal 
points can be expressed in terms of {a} by the equation 
{ch} • [C] {a} 
In this equation {cf ~J represents the nodal displacement vector 
{t 
· which··has been previously determined from the· system displacements. The 
·matrix ,[e] is·the result of sub!:ltituting the elem~nt coordinate locations 
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into the proper displacement function, or more directly by substitution 
into [A] 
·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 L 0 0 0 0 0 
[C] = 1 D L DL 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 D 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 L 0 
0 0 0 0 l D L DL 
Since {J} and [C] are known, it is convenient to solve for {a} by matrix 
inversion. Thus 
{a} = [C]-l {d} 
which may be substituted into the matrix strain equation to yield 
{e.} • [B] {aJ • [B] [C]-l {J} 
Further, the relationship of stress to strain is expressed by Wang (13) 
in matrix formulation as 
{o·J [SS] {t} [ 1 V ~t] {t} "" = E V 1 ~ 0 0 1-V 
and therefore 
. {oj. = [SS] [B] cci-1 {t} . 
Thus the desired-stresses can be determined qy a series of matrix opera-
tions·once the element displacements have be~11- f()und. 
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Analytical Idealization of the Joint 
The·· complex nature of the refnf orced concrete material and the con-
figuration of the joint require certain assumptions in the analytical 
representation of the structure.· As discussed in Chapter III, the struc-
1 
ture is assumed·to be a fixed-end column, the .beams having been replaced 
with boundary forces of shear and internal force-couples; further, the 
loading is assumed to be in-plane so that the analysis is two-dimensional. 
The numerous·variables which affect the actual non-linear stress-strain 
relationship of concrete have been ignored and the material is assumed 
to be elastic. Because of the extreme complications surrounding the 
· composite···action of the steel and concrete, the analytical material is 
assumed·'to--be homogeneous--concrete with a Modulus of Elasticity of 
·3,000,000 ·pounds per square inch. It is thought that the resulting dis-
placements--and stresses based on this assumption will give a general 
picture of the ·action of the joint though the specific values may be 
somewhat in error. 
The idealization for each joint condition analyzed may be seen in 
part A of Figures·17 through 21. In each case, the column has a cross 
section 24 inchesby 24 inches and is 100 inches long. The location of 
the boundary, ·forces is the only variable in the various joint c~mfigura-
tions. Each beam of the joint is assumed to be replaced by shear forces 
based on a linear·shear Stress distribution and moments created by 
simple tension-compression force-couples. The values of these forces 
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C. Tensile Stress Contours 
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C. Tensile Stress Contours 
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parking garage beam with a span of 50 feet. 
A 25 by 7 element mesh was used creating a total of 416 system co-
ordinates~· Subtracting from this total the 16 coordinates at each end 
of the· column which do not en tel'.' into the syst,em equations due to the 




Due·to the large number of elements required for acceptable accur-
acy and the subsequently large·number of simultaneous equations which 
! 
· must be solved when' ·the finite element met~od is employed, the operations . 
described in Chapter III have been programmed for electronic computation. 
The computer used, a Burroughs B-5500 located on the campus of the 
Georgia Institute of Technology, employs an ALGOL language as does the 
program of Table II. 
The program is limited to the.use of a single element size and a 
homogeneous·material in the column. The maximum mesh size which can be 
employed is a·40·by 15; although in, this thesis a moI'.e coarse 25 by 7 
mesh proved adequate. 
Program Sequence·for the Finite Element Analysis 
The general program sequence. is as follows: The required input of 
joint geometry, material properties, and nodal forces is read into stor-
· · · age;. The· system• nodal po±nts _are numbered and the system coordinates 
labeled;· ··The·aement ·stiffness matrix [KE] is then computed and stored. 
· ·,Next, the system cool'dinates are assigned for each element in the same 





















COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
BEGIN 
OETERMJNATION OF' STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN RECT• • 
ANGULAR ELASTIC CONTINUUM BY THE F'INITE ELEMENT METHODI 
CDJK C?.,10'1 
LINE (,(2,15)1 
PUNCH 0(2,10) I I 
t,J,K,H,NVERTDIV,NHDRZDiv,sUM,NUMBELEMENTS,ZJ 
HZ , II J Z 





STEBD[OtA00,0l25J I I 
· EDRCE[OIBOOJ J I 
KELEMENT,KD,KSto18,0l8J J I 
B,BB,PR[013,0l8],C[018,018J,SS[Ol3,013l, 
UELEMENTr018,011l,STR[013,0l1] J I 

































LlST3CF'DR R • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO F'OR S • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 
no KELEMENT[R,S]) I I 
L7CI,J,F'OR R • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 3 00 STRCR,tl, 
STRESSMAX,ANGMAX,STRESSMIN,ANGMIN) J 
F'MT1C8E12,5/) 1 I 
F'OUT2C"L= ",F'S,3/,"D• "•F'S,3//) J I 
rOUT4(J4,",",X2,E16,9) J I 
rouTsCX48•"ELEMENT STIF'F'NESS MATRIX"//) J I 
F'0UT6("NODAL F'ORCE MATRIX"//) J I 
F'OUT7("NODAL DISPLACEMENTS"//) J I 
STRESS X•OIR~ STRESS Y•DIR, SHEARSTRES 
MAXIMUM STRESS ANGMAX MINIMUM STRESS ANGMIN"//J J 
;0UT9CI4,",",X2,E18,11) J I 
F'OUT14CX54,"PRQBLEM DATA"//) J I 
F'OUT15 C"NO,JOINT DIVISIONS VERTICALLY •"•I3/•"NO, JOIN 
T DyVIStONS HORIZONTALLY =",13/,~JOINT LENGTH• ",F'9,5/,"J0JNT WIDTH•" 
,F'9:5/,HN0, F'ORr.E SYSTEMS• ",I3/,"MATL THICKNESS• ",F'S,3,"INCHES"/,"MO 
DUL~S nr ELASTICITY= ",F'12,2,jPSI"/,~SHEAR MODULUS• ",F'12,2,"PS1"1,"PO 
ISSnNS RATJO = "•F4 1 2, I 
so 
TABLE II (Continued) 
F'OR1,1AT nuT F'0UTt~C//12E10,3//) I I 
PROfEDURE BANDSOLTNt.A,B,NN,MM> J I 
I THIS PROCEDURF' SOLVES SYMMETRIC LINEAR E0UATIONS OF' BANDED TYPE BY THE 
I M~TMon OF' ELIMINATION, THE EQUATIONS MUST BE IN TH[ REDUCED MATRIX 
I F'nRM AX. B, A Is THE COEF'ICIENT MATRIX CNNMNN), NN rs THE NUMBER OF' 
I taUATTDNS, MM rs THE elND WIDTH~ THE UNKNOWNS ARE F'DUND ANO STORED 
I BjCK !Ne; I . 
VAL~E NN,MM JI 
INT~GER NN,MM JI 
REA1 ARRAY ACo,01,ero] I 
BEGTN I 
INTrGER r,J,K,L,N J I 
REAi ARRAY 
LA Br( 
C[OIMMJ I I 
CONTINUE,REPEAT,AGAIN,EXIT,CARYON I 
N • 0 J I 
REPrATI N • N + t J I 
I REDUCE NTH EQUATION 




B[N] • B[N] I A[N,1] I I· 
2; CHECK F'OR LAST EQUATION 
IF' N • NN = 0 THEN GO TO AGAIN J I 
31 DIVIDE NTH tOUATION BY DIAGONAL ELEMENT 
F'DR K • 2 STEP. 1 UNTIL MM DO ·1 
BEGIN I 
C[Kl + A[N,K] J I 
A[N,Kl • A[N,K] I A[N,t] J I 
END J I 
4, REDUCE REMAINING EQUATIONS 
F'OR L • 2 STEP 1 UNTIL MM DO I 
BEGIN I 
I • N + L • 1 I I 
IF' NN • I < 0 THEN GO TO CONTINUE J I 
J • 0 I 
F'OR K • L STEP 1 UNTIL MM OD I 
BEGIN I 
J • J + 1 J I 
A[I,JJ • A[t,J] • C[L] ,c AtN,KJ J I 
END I I 
B[Il • B[IJ •CCL]~ B[N] J I 
CONrINur1END I GD TO REP£AT J I 
I BACK SUBSTITUTION I I 
AGAtNI N • N • 1 I I 
I 1, CHECK F'OR F'lRST EQUATION 
IF' N • 0 THEN GO TD EXIT JI 
I 2, CALCULATE UNKNOWN B[N] J I 
F'OR K • 2 STEP 1 UNTIL MM DO I 
BEGIN I 
CARvciN1 .. ENDi 
£)(J,j,1 I 
L • N + K • 1 J I 
IF' NN • L < 0 THEN GO TD CARYON J I 
BCNJ • B[N] • AtN,K]. ,c. B[LJ_) I 
GD TO AGAIN J I 
.. ____ . __ E_~D BANDSDL TNJ - I 
--wlfi"tf(CI NE [ N i:i n ,.-
RE AD CCDJK,/,iIST2)J~ 
~z • 2 ,c CNHORZDIV + 1) I I 
l • HZ ,c (NVERTOIV + 1 ) J I 
KK • Z •2,cHz I I 
_ew • (NHORZDIV + t) ,c 2 + 4 I .I 
ifHI1 E TRUE tflf-lrtli:ffcifj1<,-,,I,F'ORCErt•Hff)--fLh ,- U• 
'CLO~ECCeJK,RELEASE) I 
WRITECLIN[,F'OUT14) I I 
WRITEC(INE,F'DUT15,LIST2) J I 
WRITE<LINE,F'OUT6> J I . ·--, . . .. 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
rDR t • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL Z DO 
tr roRr.ECil - 0 THEN 
WRITECLINE,rOUT4,I+HZ,rDRCE[I] ) J I 
COMMENT CDMPUT~ ELEMENT D1MENSI0NSJ 
L • JTLGTH/NVERTDIVJ 
0 + JTWIDTH/NHORZDIVJ 
WRITECLJNE,rOUT2,L,D> t I 




rOR I•t STEP 1 UNTIL NVERTDIV + 1 DD 
rOR J•t STEP 1 UNTIL NHDRZDIV + 1 DO 
NODEtI,J] •SUM+ 1J 
SUM • SUM t 1' 
END J 
END J 
COMMENT LABEL SYSTEM COORDINATES, TWO ARRAYSI ONE FD~ X AND VJ 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NV[RTDIV + 1 DO 
BEGIN 
FDR J + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NHDRZDIV + 1 DO 
BEGIN 
SYSTCOOROXII~JJ • 2 x NODE[I•J]J 
SYSTCOOROVCI,Jl • SYSTCDORDXCI,J] • tJ 
ENO J 
ENO J , . 
I COMPUTE TYPICAL R[CT.NGULAR ELEMENT STIFFNESS, WHERE G• SHEAR MOoUL• 
I US, T= tLEMENT THICKNESS, V • POISSONS RATIO, E • MODULUS OF ElAS• 
I TIC!TY,.KS. STIFFNESS DUE TO SHEAR STRAIN• KD• srrrFNEss DUE TO 
I DIRpCT STRAINS, -
FDR I•t STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO 
FDR J•t STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO 
KS[I,J] • (G x T x L)/(3 x O)J 
KS[2,11 + KS[4,3l • KS[l,1] X(•l)J 
KSC3,l] • KSC4,2] • KS[l,l] x ,SJ 
KSC3,2l • KS[4,tl • KS[l,ll X (•,S)J 
FDR I•5 STEP l UNTIL 8 DO 
FD~ J+t STEP 1 UNTIL~ D~ 
KStI,Jl • G x T x ~25J 
KS[5,2] + KSC5,4] • KS[6,2] • KSC6,4] • kscr,11 • KSC7,3] 
• KS[8,t] • KSC8,3] • KS[5,ll x (•l) I I 
FOR I • 5 STEP t UNTIL 8 DO 
FDR J + 5 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO 
KSCI,Jl + (G x T x D)/(3 ~ L)J 
KSC7,5J + KSC8,6J • KSl5,5J x (•t~J 
KSC6,5] • KS[8,7J • KS[5,5] x ,51 
KS[7~6] • KSC8,5] + KS[5,5J x (•,5)1 
FDR I• 2 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO 
BEGIN . 
H+I•!J 
rDR J • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL H DO 
KStJ,11 • KSCl,J]J 
END J 
[PRIME• E/(l•V•2>J 
rOR 1· ~ l STEP l UNTIL 4 DO 
r~R J • 1 STEP l UNTIL 4 DO 
KD[l,J] + (EPRIME x T x D)/CL x 3)1 
KD[2,l] • K0[4,3l ~ KO[t,l] X ,SJ 
KDC3,t] • KDC4,2J + KD[l,t] x C•t)J 
K0[4,l] + KD[3,2] + KD{l,lJ x (• 1 5)1 
rDR I + 5 STEP l· UNTIL 8 DO 
FDR J + l STE, l UNTIL 4 DO 
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BF:GIN 
TABLE II (Continued) 
KD[I,J] • EPRIME x T x V x ,25J 
KD[5,3J • K0[5,4l • KD[6,ll • KD[7,3l • KD[1,4] • KD[6,2] 
• KD[8,1] • KD[8,2] • (•1) x KD[5,1]J 
EOR I • 5 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DD 
rOR J • 5 STEP t UNTIL 8 DO 
KD[l,J] • (EPRIME x L x T)/(3 x D)J 
K0[6,5] • K0[8,7] • KDt5,5] x (•t)J 
K0[7,5] • K0[8,6] • K0[5,5] x ,SJ 
KDC7,6] • KOtA,5] • KDC5,5J x (•,5)J 
EDR I • 2 S~EP 1 UNTIL 8 DO 
H • I•P 
EOR J • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL H DO 
KDCJ,I, • KDCI,JJJ 
END J 
rOR I • STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO 
rOR J • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO 
KELEMENT[t,J] • KSCI,JJ + KD[J,J]J· 
WRITECLINE,EOUTS> J I 
WRITE CLINE,EMT1,LIST3) J I 
I ASSJGN SYSTEM COORDINATES EOR EACH ELEMENT IN SAME SEOUENDE AS 
I TYl'tCAL ELEMENT COORDINATES, 
EDR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NVERTDIV DD 
BEGIN 
BEGIN 
EOR J • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NHORZOIV 00 
COOROCy,J,11 • SYSTCOORDY[I,J]J 
COORDCt,J,2] • SYSTCOORDY[I•J+ilJ 
COORDCI,J,31 + SYSTCOORDY[I+1,JlJ 
COORD[t,J,41 + SYSTCOORDY[t+t,J+t]J 
COORDCJ,J,51 • SYSTCOORDXCI•J]J 
CDORD[T,J,61 + SYSTCOORDX[t,J+1lJ 
CDOROCt,J,1] + SYSTC00RDX[I+1,J]J 
CDORD[I,J,8] + SYSTCOORDX[J+l,J+t]J 
END J 
END J 
I DETPRMINE THE SYSTEM STIFFNESS MATRIX BY ADDING THE CONTRIBUTION 
I FROM EACH RECTANGULAR ELEMENT, 
EOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NVERTDIV DO I 
FOR J + 1 STEP t UNTIL NHORZDIV DO I 
BrGIN I 
rOR K + 
BEGIN I 
STEP UNTIL 8 DO I 
R + COORD[I,J,Kl J I 
IF R~ H7. ORR> Z•HZ THEN GD TO SEED J I 
EOR N + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO I 
BEGIN I 
S + COORQ[I,J,N] J I 
TES< R THEN GO TO POT I 
ELSE If S • R THEN 
BEGIN I 
H + R•HZ J I 
STEBOCH,1] • STFBDCH,11 + KELEMENTCK,Nl J I 
ENO I 
ELSE IFS> R THEN 
BEGIN I 
H + R•HZ J I 








TABLE II (Continued) 
8AN0SOLTNCSTF'B0,FORCE,KK,BW) I I 
WRITECLINF.,FOUT7) I I 
F'OR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL KK 00 I 
BEGIN I 
K • I + HZ I I , 
WRITECLINE,F'OUT9,K,FORCECil> I I 
END I I 
I DETrRMINE THE ELEMENT STRESS VECTORS F'OR EACH ELEMENT BY MATRIX 
I MULTIPLICATION! ELSTRESS • PR x UELEMENT, WHERE PR IS THE MATRIX 
I PROnUCT ss X BX ccyNVERTED), UELEMENT IS THE DISPLACEMENT VECTOR 
I F'OR EACH ELEMENT, LRETA x UNOOE, SS IS THE STRESS•STRAIN MATRIX F'OR 
I THE MATERIAL, C is THE MATRIX WHICH RELATES NODAL DISPLACEMENTS OF' 
I THF. ELEMENTS TO THE GENERALIZED COORDINATES, BIS THE MATRIX WHICH 
I RELATES THE ELEMENT STRAINS TO THE GENERALIZED COORDINATES, 
BEGTN 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO . 
ctr,11 •· ~CI+4,5l • 1 , 
ec2,21 • ec4,2l • cc6,6l • cce,61 • D 1 
CC3,3] • ~[4,3] • C[7,7l • cce,7] •LI 
CC4,4l • C[8,8] • D x LI 
TNVERTC8,~,SN1,LINE) I 
BCl,61 • BC2,3] • BC3,2l • BC3,7] • l I 
BCt,8] • BC3,4] • L/2 J I 
BC2,4l • er3,8l • D/2 I I 
SS[l,1) • ssc2,21 • EPRIME I 
ssr2,11 • ssc1,21 • V x EPRIME 




FOR I+ 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NVERTDIV DO 
F'DR J + STEP. UNTIL NHORZDIV 00 
BEGIN 
F'OR K + 1 STEP UNTIL 8 DO 
BEGIN 
II • CODROCJ,J,Kl I I 
tF' CJISHZ> DR CII>Z•HZ) THEN UELEMENTCK,t] • 0 I 
El.SE I 
UELrMENT[K,tl + F'ORCECIJ•HZ] I I 
ENO J 
MATPROn(3,s,1,PR,UELEMENT,STR) I I 
I CALCULATE THE PRINCIPAL STRESSES ANO THE DIRECTIONS OF THE PLANES 0~ 
I WHteH THEY ACT, 
. SUMSTRESS +CSTRCl,11 + STR[2,t])/2 JI 
OIFSTRES~ +(STR[l,ll • STRC2,tJ>/2 J I 
IF' DIF'STRtis • 0 THEN GD TO EQUSTRESS J 
SNt + SUMSTRESS + SQRTCDIF'STRES5•2 + STRC3,1J*2) I 
SN2 • SUMSTRESS • SQRTCDIF'STRESS*2 + STR[3,1J*2> I 
STRESSMAX + SNtJ STRESSMIN + SN2 J 
PHI2 • ARCTANCCC•2) x STRC3,1J)/CDIF'STRESSX2)) J I 
IF STR[l,1l· < STR[2,tl AND STRC3,lJ < 0 THEN 
PHI2 + PHf2 + 22/7 I I 
JF' STRr.t,lJ < STRt2,ll AND STR[l,tl > 0 THEN 
PHI2 • PHI2 • 22/7 J I 
ANGMAX •cPHI2/2)x 57,2950 J ANGMIN • ANGMAX + 90 J 








~uildingof the system stiffness matrix by adding the contribution from 
each of the rectangular elements. Since the resulting matrix is sym-
metrical and of a band form, only the main diagonal and the non-zero 
elements to the right are retained.as a condensed matrix [STFBD] • The 
substitution procedure is then tl$ed to solve the system equations 
[FORC:E] = [STFBD] [NODE DISPLACEMENTS] 
for the node.displacements. Rather than take up more storage space with 
another variable, the values of the displacements are stored in the 
variable· fottnerly occupied·"by the forces [FORCE] 
·The·stress·straiil matrix [SS] is next formed, after which [B] and 
· [C] are constrocted as discussed earlier in Chapter III. The product 
·of these three matrices [PR] is found by a standard matrix multiplica-
· tion subroutine and stored: 
[PR] · • [SS] [B] [C] 
The displacements of the sys~em nodal coo~dinates are transferred to the 
corresponding elementcoordinates resulting in an element displacement 
vector [UELEMENT] for each of the elements. 
The stress vector [STR] for the element is then determined by the 
·matrix ·multiplication 
[STR] = [PR] [UELEMJ!;NT] 
T:hesestresses are--then employed in Mohr's equations of pl~e stress to. 
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determine the principal stresses and their planes of action (12). 
The·output of the program includes a printout of the input geometry 
and·loading, the· element stiffness matrix, the nodal displacements of the 
structute;·and the·stress vector and principal stress values for each· 
element. 
Results of the Finite Element Analyses 
A portion of the·printedoutput for the analysis of joint condition 
I can be· seen in Tables III, IV, and V. Table III shows the geometry, 
material properties and··applied boundary forces. With the exception of 
the coo,rdinates at··· the fixed ends of the column where the displacement 
· ··is· zero,·the·displacements for each coordinate in the system are listed 
by· number as·· in· Table IV~ The stresS' values for the elements are listed 
··horizontally one row per element as indicated by the column headings in 
Table V. 
The results of the analyses can be seen more graphically in Figures 
17 through 21 where for each joint loading condition, the following are 
presented: ·a plot of the·boundary displacement of the structure to an 
exaggerated··scale, • the value of the principal tensile stress and its 
direction·for·each element and principal tensile stress contours in the 
joint. 
The·· result· most evident from thesf;! figures is that joint IV, in 
·which the-beams·are at the same elevation, has the least critical defor-
mation and stress condition. The higher stresses within this joint would 
TABLE III 
PROGRAM DATA PRINTOUT 
~~O~LEM.DATA 
NO:JOJNT DIVISIONS vERTTCALLY = 25 
ND: JOINT DIVISIONS HDRJZONTALLY = 7 
JOINT LENGTH= 100,nOOOO 
-~O{N!_ ~IDTH • 24,0oOOO 
NO, roRCE SYSTEMS• 1 
MATL THICKNESS• **•**TNCHES 
MO~ULUS or ELASTICITY= 3000000~00PSI 
SH~AR MODULUS= 1,ooono,ooPSJ 
PDTSSONI RATIO• 0,,5 
)ior,AL_ FO.RCE MATRJX-




















L• 41 000 
D• 3 1 429 
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TABLE IV 










,s •. 4,5179341441011•04 
,6, •1,2485225444711•04 





,2, •7 1 481854249AOP•04 
33, •2,651133790;SP•03 
34, •1,220256829i3P•03 












47, . 3,334608380~411•03 































79, 6,285112045qOP•o3 ( ... 
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TABLE V 
PORTION OF ELEMENT STRESS OUTPUT 
EL1:MUH STRESS X•n!R, STRESS Y•DI~, SHEARSTRESS XY MAXIMUM STRESS ANGMAX MINIMUM STRESS 
' • 1 •9,4823'i•+Ot •8,24117Bli+O:, •t ,8202)!1+01 •9,43699950140li+01 1,4:>7 •8,25331355360!1+02 , • 2 •6,70949t+Ot .4,611740!1+0? 2,98392!1+01 •6,48901465120!1+01 •4,226 •4,70944920774(il+02 
I • 3 ·2,2275911+01 •t,30t96!i+O:> 4,76564!1+01 •4,2441228::,743!1+00 •20,7:,5 ·t.48227353372!1+02 , • 4 2,86716•+01 1,94i;70li+O::> 4,006491i+Ot 2,037389136211i1+02 -77,145 1,95025880597!1+01 , • 5 7,11233t•+Ot o;,01744!1+02 1,3?527ti+Ot 5,02t58t50956!l+02 •88,244 7,78t8759t960@+01 
' • 6 1, 1976511 +O;:, 7,911354!1+02 •3,05t09fi+Ot 7,9972346At50li+02 87,466 1~18395487129!1+02 , • 7 1, 40420+0;:, t, 14442ti+O, •8,20999ti+01 1•t5109::,48826ti+03 85,391 1,33755222031ra+o2 
' . 1 8,35315!1+00 •8 I 37,;33!1+02 2,10653fi+Ot ll,877423400t0li+OO • 1, 4',?6 •8,38057071040!1+02 ' . 2 •6,94185ta+oo •4, 90989!1+0::> t,94446!1+01 •6,16200459930ti+OO •2,297 •4,91768958580!il+02 :, . 3 ·2,02457!1+00 ·1,287271i+02 1,79108lil+01 4,586303830t5ti•01 •7,893 ·t,31::>10674507!1+02 
' . 4 8,68985t+OO 2,15115!1+0:, 6,064951i+OO 2,t52925998421i+02 -88,354 8~511811410t01i+OO ' . 5 1,A6225t+Ot 5,36?1Jlil+02 ·1,6149611t01 5,3671661416411+02 88,250 1,81190896026!1+01 ' . 6 1,a:;i;,2u+o t A, 3665011+0:, ·3,7267711+01 8,38343927580!1+02 117,433 1,65288689258!1+01 ' . 7 •7,866719+00 ,.01145511+03 •1,1068Jll+Ot 1,08466t10t112!i+03 B9,455 •7,9711838965]0!1+00 
J • 1 2,75755!1+00 ·8,6301611+0:, t,3862711+01 2,97945737466!1+00 •0,9t7 •8,6323754t040!1+D2 
' . 2 1,788151+01 .4,84572@+0:, t ,68J77(il+O! 1,84451599847@+01 -1.917 •4,85135343952@+02 
3 • 3 3,0629511+01 ·1,2284711+0? t ,04862ti+O! 3,t342687?370ti+Ot •3,891 ·t,23560407649!1+02 
" . 4 3,36102-.01 2,30111311+02 7,73116311+00 2,31115851257ti+02 -87,791 3,33070089770!1+01 3 • 5 1, 3688711+0 I c;,6071711+0:, ·6,328t9!1+on 5,60790333790!i+O:, 89,372 1,36154575655@+01 
' . fl •2,114925e+On 8,39172!1+0:, •?,234931i1+0! 8,397654544;>0!i+02 88,5t5 .3,0.23?114181@+00 
' ' 7 •7, 1'1581 Ba+oo 1 ,05,;0t!i+iD •2,0211771i1+01 1,0553958!596!i+03 88,944 •8,243763022l0ti+D0 II • I 9,39588a+OO •fl,68014!i+0? •?, 3t272ti+OO 9,40t97f>249?D!i+OO 0 Ii', 1 •B,6eo202sss401i+02 
4 • 2 4,5341;1a+Ot •4,75315fi+O::> •t ,l30?7!1+0t 4,60556t667t2ti+01 2,1,0 •4,76029822548@+02 
II • 3 9,flHtria+Ot • 1,27113411+0:, •2,1762411+01 1,0044921!24Bti+02 5,455 •t,2951?353696ti+D2 
II , 4 1,38413&+0:> ;,,104711il+O:, 6,65060!i+OO 2,tt0827053::,4!i+02 •114,806 1,37804339938~+02 
Ii • 5 1,26119a+o, i;, 72?1 t!i+O:, 4,928881-+01 5,7759221:;,570!1+0 2 •83,805 1,207J833t334ti+02 
II • 6 2,J9669a+01 fl, 70:,89!1+0:, I ,31A2tti+01 8,704937858QO!i+02 •89,145 2,176211',0659@+01 
4 • 7 2,So746a+OI !,03307!i+03 •2 ,5743711+01 1,0337240?472!1+03 88,573 2,44t75529154ta+Ol 
5 • l 1,71737@+01 •a,20024ta+o2 ·3,772041!1+01 1,A86979j904411+0t 2,575 -11.2112ooos21o@+02 
" • 2 8 ,611262111+01 •II ,4j072li+O,' •t ,03580!1+0? 1,0603613t8t91ii+02 ,0,1,0 -4.6068,'3224231i+02 "i • 3 1,9931011+0:, • t , 4 3 4 8 Tlil + O 2 ·1,21.1,2611+0? 2,39594391937!1+02 17,967 ·t,83771588947~+02 
5 • 4 3,30620•+0:> 1,30117!1+0;> .7,2549611+0! 3,54117)433t3!l+ll2 17,946 t,06619255425@+02 
"i • 5 4,38471111+0, ~·4495411+02 7,0003211+01 5•1179383~389!1+02 ·116,360 3,71637683989@!+02 
5 • 6 11,07632•+0:, 9,511127!i+ll;, :,,58655!1+02 1,06058809091!i+OJ •68,~25 3,05171256239~+02 
"i • 7 -9,116693&+01 l I 08f,6611+0 3 9,4177?11+00 1,0116739070119(il+03 -89,578 -9,47443786710ta+Ot 
... . 1 2,3329/le+O! •6,76t74!l+O:, •9,41021!1+0! 3,57671283706@!+0! 7, 5:,9 8 6,88612105090~+02 
6 • 2 1,17'i77a+0? •l,411t14li+O;> .:;,,40479ti+O:;, 2,1946642,;512@+0? ?2,962 •4,50002619367@+02 
... . 3 2;A01'19711+0:> ·1,3t454!i+02 ·3,17321@+02 4,53t405911052!i+02 28,1193 •3,03698216953~+02 
... . 4 5,06598a+O:, 3,3018;:,!l+01 ·3,0663!11+0;:> 6,5722479~4;,0!i+02 26 It ,C, 1 •l,17608933656@!+02 u, \.Q 
6 • 5 8,tl774a+o, ;,,05t,44!il+O:> •I, 77360@+0' 8,c;9857103920!i+O? 15,168 1,5756111!817~+02 
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be carried by the major beam or colllllln reinforcement. The other joints 
show high tensile stresses too far away from the normal locations of 
major reinforcement to be carried by it. These stresses are of suf-
ficient magnitude to create tensile cracks in concrete and are in direc-
tions consistent with the formation of the cracking patterns of the 
model tests. 
The greatest deformation and the highest general stress pattern 
occur· in joint III, followed in order by joints II, I, V and IV. In each 
joint the·· regions of greatest tensile stress occur near the location of 
the tensile boundary forces. The exaggerated displacements·of the nodes 
at which··the large tension and compression forces are applied indicate 
that·large and unrealistic stress concentrations have occurred in these 
regions. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation of a reinforced concrete beam-column joint, pre-
cipitated by observance of severe cracks in an existing structure, has 
been made in two phases. The first phase involved experimental rein-
forced plaster model tests; the second, a theoretical analysis for dis-
placements and stresses by the finite element method. In each phase 
the primary parameter was the location of the beams framing into the 
column. 
The plaster model tests indicated, and the theoretical analysis con-
firmed, that in reinforced concrete beam-column joints in which the beams 
frame into the column at different elevations a much more critical con-
dition existsthan that in a joint where the beams are at the same 
elevation. These results indicate that special attention must be given 
by the designer in detailing the reinforcement for such joints if severe 
cracks·are to be avoided. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
The plaster model technique was found to be a valuable form of 
preliminary study since it provided insight into the nature of the var-
ious joint·conditions with a.minimum cost in time, materials, and equip-
61 
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ment. Various reinforcement details for these joint conditions could be 
investigated by this method. 
Since the finite element method is such an extremely powerful tool 
for continuum stress analysis, it should be extended to more sophisticated 
analyses of these·joint conditions when a computer system of sufficient 
speed and storage size is available. In particular, the effects of steel 
reinforcement on the stress distributions should be studied. A study of 
this type would require the development of a computer program capable of 
handling the composite nature of reinforced concrete. 
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